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Chapter 1872
Standing opposite Jin Meitian, he looked a bit like Elma.
However, it is not like Elma.
Elma’s face is not so big, not so fat, nor so colorful.
Elma’s eyes were not so swollen into a thin slit.
To be honest, the woman in front of her is so ugly.
The ugly thing is that one of her face looks swollen from being beaten.
The corners of her lips were still rotten.
Eh!
This woman is so ugly!
The ugly Jin Meitian has forgotten what happened to her today, this
woman is so ugly that Jin Meitian wants to laugh.
But Jin Meitian didn’t smile.
Because she felt that this ugly woman was so similar to Elma.

Jin Meitian held back her smile and asked with concern: “Cunxin, yes,
is that you?”
Elma said immediately, “It’s me!”
Jin Meitian: “…”
Qiu Cun pressed on Jin Meitian in a daze, and asked, “Did you get
tricked by Shen Weiyi?”
Mentioning Shen Weiyi, Jin Meitian immediately became furious:
“That Shen Weiyi, she is so damned! She is so vicious at such a
young age! You know what, she really intends to kill me today!”
“I didn’t expect her to be so vicious at such a young age!”
“I really can’t keep Shen Wei! I have to kill her! She tricked me into a
stinky ditch, and made me covered in excrement and urine! I’m going
to kill her!”
Elma: “…”
She was dumbfounded.
Could it be that Jin Meitian had the same experience as her today?
Qiu Cun stammered and asked in a vague tone: “Could it be that
you… fell into the ditch today?”
Jin Meitian: “What did you say?”
“You…Did you fall into the ditch too?” Elma asked stupidly for the
second time.
Jin Meitian immediately heard the clues in Qiu Cun’s words.
Co-authored, Elma is more unlucky than her Jin Meitian today, she
Jin Meitian just fell into the stinky ditch for dumping garbage, and
Elma…
“Cun Xin, you mean you… fell into a ditch? Is it that ancient primitive,
that ditch?” Jin Meitian asked incredulously.

Asked, she suddenly wanted to laugh again.
Fortunately, Jin Meitian is usually a relatively well-behaved person, so
she didn’t laugh.
Jin Meitian only saw Qiu Cun’s seriousness and immediately radiated
vicious light, and her silver teeth were about to shatter: “Those three
damn bitches! Dalia! Rayna, Galia! And that little one, Shen Weiyi!
One day I will chop the four of them into meat sauce! Chop them into
meat sauce!”
Jin Meitian: “…”
She forgot what happened to her, she just wanted to hear if Elma was
worse than her.
If Qiu Cun’s heart is worse than her Jin Meitian, she will have a sense
of balance in Jin Meitian’s heart.
However, it seems that Elma should be worse than her Jin Meitian
today.
“Cun Xin, you… what happened?” Jin Meitian asked with great
concern.
“It’s those two women!” Qiu Cun said viciously.
Elma felt that in this life, the two women Galia and Rayna were really
Elma’s nemesis.
She had only met Galia and Rayna twice in total.
However, she met twice here, and she was severely beaten by the
two women.

Chapter 1873
The last time was better, just beat her up.
But this time, the two women hit her in the face with the sole of the
shoe.

The sole of the shoe made Qiu Cun’s heart big, his entire face was
swollen purple, and a few teeth in his mouth were almost knocked out.
She thought that being beaten with the soles of her shoes by these
two women was the worst thing for her Qiu Cun’s heart, but in the end,
the two women didn’t stop just beating her, and they even blatantly
beat her Qiu Cun. Cun Xin found the dirtiest place in an urban village.
“Elma! Guess where it is?” Rayna asked Elma, stepping down on
Elma’s face.
Elma had already been beaten and was unable to fight back, but she
still refused to admit defeat. She said with blood in her mouth: “Rayna!
I have no grudges with you in the past, and we have no grudges
recently! You treat me like this too! Too cruel!”
“Rayna, do you believe in the reincarnation of heaven or not!”
“If you kill me, I won’t let you go!”
“And you! Galia! I won’t let you go! You two must die!”
Hearing Elma’s words, Galia stepped on it like Rayna, but Galia
stepped on Elma’s hand.
As Galia stepped on Elma, she sneered: “Elma! It’s really strange that
the old lady can say the words “reincarnation of heaven” from your
mouth!”
“My mother asks you! If you didn’t go to Sister Shan’s ward today,
wanting to kill Sister Shan and take her child away, would you be
beaten today?”
“It’s you! It’s you who thought of killing Sister Shan first, and then
taking away Sister Shan’s child!”
“You tell me about the reincarnation of heaven?”
“If a woman like you talks about the reincarnation of heaven, and if
you have the slightest bit of heart, brother Collin won’t be beaten to
death by you!”
“I want to ask you, did the dead big brother Collin offend you?”

Elma: “…”
“And Sister Shan!” Galia continued with a sneer: “Did Sister Shan
offend you? It’s you! You tried to snatch Sister Shan’s husband, but if
you couldn’t get you, you tried to kill Sister Shan. Think hard to kill
Brother Collin!”
“Elma, for a woman like you, 10,000 deaths are not enough!”
“Don’t you know enough!”
“A woman like you,
Talk to me about the reincarnation of heaven! You’d better go to the
hut and talk! “
“Go and ask if Maokeng is willing to let you go!”
Galia looked at Rayna and said, “Rayna!”
Rayna immediately raised his feet, and the two of them walked to a
public toilet with Elma one behind the other.
This public toilet is located in the most disorganized location in the city
center.
From far away, you can smell a foul smell coming from your nostrils.
Rayna was more aggressive than Elma, so she threw Elma into it
directly: “This is where people like you live! Elma, I think you will dare
to attack Sister Shan’s idea in the future. Let me see that you want to
steal Sister Shan’s child, it’s not as simple as throwing you out of your
head.”
“My name, Rayna, a little shrew, didn’t come for nothing!”
“In this generation of urban villages, I, Rayna, have been beaten since
I was a child. I’m very good at fighting, maybe I can beat you to
death!”
“You don’t have to worry that if I kill you, you will pay for your life!”

“You know the status of the Jun family, so I’m not worried that I will kill
you!”
As soon as it was said, Rayna kicked Elma hard again, kicking her
whole body into a huge puddle.
“Ow…” Cun Xin wanted to vomit frequently.
She didn’t know how she got out of the ditch.
She didn’t know how she got into the hospital, but she was blasted out
before she got to the door. Later, she stumbled to this hotel with
everyone looking at her, carrying her mobile phone and shouting that
she would give money.
As long as she was allowed to go in to take a bath, change her
clothes, and give whatever she wanted, the hotel let her in when they
saw that Elma was really rich.
Unexpectedly, Elma would see Jin Meitian crawling out of the stinky
ditch in this hotel.
The two told each other what happened to each other and hated each
other to the extreme.
“Shen Weiyi! This damn thing, I’m going to kill you!” Elma and Jin
Meitian gritted their teeth at the same time.
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Chapter 1874
No matter how the two women cursed Shen Weiyi, they didn’t know
where Shen Weiyi was.
When she thought of not being able to find Shen Weiyi, Jin Meitian’s
heart had another kind of great apprehension.
After all, Shen Wei was brought out by her.
If Shen Weiwei was lost, how would she explain to Arron?
Jin Meitian looked at Elma uncomfortably: “Cunxin, what should I do?
I lost Shen Weiyi. After returning to Fu’s house, Arron will definitely
strip me alive.”
In Nancheng, Elma’s foothold is Fu’s house, and Jin Meitian’s
foothold is Fu’s house.
Elma is more wild than Jin Meitian, she sneered: “What should I do?
Cold salad! You were almost killed by being deceived by the only one
who was deceived. You went to the hospital and then to the hotel in a
stinky suit. Monitored, this is clearly Shen’s only prank!”
“I heard my godmother get angry a long time ago=Shen Weiyi, saying
that she is only a four- or five-year-old child, but she is a
mean-spirited child, as cheap as she is, just like her mother! She used
to play tricks on other women when she was in Fu’s house!”
“Once again, Shen Weiyi tricked my godmother’s niece, and her hair
was almost bald!”
Hearing Elma say this, Jin Meitian suddenly said viciously: “Damn! It’s
just six years old to be so bad, it’s a human devil!”
Elma sneered: “So Mei Tian,   you don’t need to worry, because
everyone knows that little girl is extremely uneducated. She made you
and me like this, and she scared away herself. It’s normal, who knows
her Where did you go, you’d better die outside!”
Jin Meitian nodded: “Yeah! That’s right!”

Elma sighed again: “Maybe, now Shen Weiyi has returned to the old
house, that little dead thing, with a ghostly brain, she can do anything!
Last time, she was obviously held hostage by Pan Haoyang, couldn’t
she get rid of Pan Haoyang and go home alone?
This time, I’m afraid she will do it again. “
When Elma said this, Jin Meitian also became worried: “If Shen Weiyi
goes home, what should we do?”
Elma sneered: “That’s right! We’ll sue me one by one in front of me!”
Jin Meitian immediately smiled: “Yes.”
“Let’s go, let’s go back to Fu’s house!” Qiu Cun seemed to have taken
the lead, and she wanted to go back and tell Qin Wenyu about the
matter in a hurry.
When the two returned to Fu Zhaitian, it was already dark.
However, the Fu family’s old house was brightly lit, and people who
heard the news came to offer condolences to Mr. Fu Hengsheng from
time to time.
As soon as Jin Meitian and Elma entered the door, the guard of the
old house pinched his nose involuntarily: “Wow, why is it so stinky?”
Jin Meitian and Elma: “…”
Even after washing it several times and spraying on perfume, it still
smells so bad?
The two women really wanted to hit each other to death here.
However, the hatred for Shen Weiyi in my heart was even more.
They excitedly came all the way to the other courtyard where Qin
Wenyu and Fu Zhengxiong were.
Seeing that the two women didn’t come back until it was dark, Qin
Wenyu looked very unhappy: “You two are back! What did you do all
day today! How is the thing I asked you to do!”

“You have to know that I am doing this for your own good! If the little
bastard in Shen Wei is gone, Shaoqin will be sad for ten days and a
half at most. In the future, Meitian, you can marry Shaoqin without any
worries. “
“And your inch of heart! As long as Shen Weiyi is gone! Shaoqin will
no longer be so obsessed with Suzi, as long as Shaoqin does not
obsess about Suzi, it is unlikely that Suzi will come back.
As long as Suzi doesn’t come back, that woman Dalia will not be able
to do anything. In this way, you can fight back again, and maybe you
will have a chance to marry Jing Yu. “Qin Wenyu analyzed it in a very
thoughtful tone for Qiu Cun.

Chapter 1875
In fact, Qin Wenyu was the one who wanted Shen Weiyi to die the
most and Suzi back the most.
She is not for Elma, let alone Jin Meitian.
Qin Wenyu has his own selfishness.
She wants to avenge her several dead sons, and her ultimate goal is
to make Arron also a lonely man, and to have a taste of what it’s like
to lose relatives.
Qin Wenyu was going to use these two women to destroy Shen Wei!
Let Shen Weiyi never go back to Fu’s house and Arron’s side again!
Jin Meitian asked tentatively, “Aunt Qin, Shen Weiwei… Didn’t she
come back?”
Qin Wenyu was immediately angry: “Where did Shen Weiwei go! I
asked you two to deal with a six-year-old child, but neither of you can
deal with what you are doing! What about Shen Weiyi?”
Jin Meitian’s heart was suddenly relieved.
She immediately smiled: “Aunt Qin, listen to me…”
Qin Wenyu looked at Jin Meitian with a cold expression: “Speak!”

Jin Meitian smiled immediately: “I’m afraid, that sly little fox will never
come back in this life.”
Qin Wenyu’s face immediately showed surprise: “You…
say what? “
“She took me to a very remote place, where there are few people and
it’s not close to Kraig’s villa, I promise she won’t come back!” Jin
Meitian sneered.
After a pause, she added: “Many people can testify to me that I was
tortured by that little undead, and I almost died in the stinky ditch, so I
was harmed by that little slut. As for her The disappearance of her
was brought about by herself, wasn’t she?”
“I don’t believe it anymore. It’s so remote and there’s not even a
pedestrian on the road. Can a six-year-old child find her home?”
“Maybe, it’s not impossible to be frightened just after walking a few
steps, and being carried away by traffickers after walking a few
steps!”
Jin Meitian’s remarks gave Qin Wenyu a reassurance.
Qin Wenyu immediately sneered and said, “Mei Tian is right! She is
too vicious! With all her mind on harming you, you came back, but you
didn’t come back… It’s impossible for her to come back after such a
long distance. It’s gone!”
Thinking of Shen Weiyi’s disappearance, Qin Wenyu wanted to sing a
song happily, her expression didn’t look like someone in the family
who was at the funeral: “Even if you come back! I guess it’s also a
corpse! Ha ha! “
“Shen Weiyi, you’d better be carried away by the wolf tonight, and
there will be no bones left!” Qin Wenyu cursed viciously.
And at this moment, Shen Weiyi didn’t hear the curse of this unrelated
grandma on her at all.
At this time, Shen Weiyi was chatting and laughing with Dalia, Rayna,
and Galia in Dalia’s ward.

When the four of them were laughing and laughing because they had
finished treating two women today, the child in the crib suddenly cried
loudly.
Dalia immediately picked up the child and coaxed her in her arms.
Seeing Shanshan hugging her brother to coax, Shen Weiyi suddenly
felt lonely, she said in a low voice, “I don’t know when my brother and
sister will be back, I miss them.”
As soon as these words came out, several women were suddenly
sad.
Rayna put Shen Weiwei in his arms: “It’s okay, the only one, Aunt
Rayna assures you that your mother and younger siblings will
definitely come back.”
Shen Wei held back the tears in her eyes, suddenly broke free from
Rayna’s embrace and ran to the end of the corridor, crying loudly in
the direction of the sea: “Mom…the only thing I miss you.
Woohoo… .”
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Chapter 1876
Rayna, who ran behind him, burst into tears.

Not to mention that Shen Weiyi misses Suzi, even Rayna misses Suzi
extremely.
Suzi is in Nancheng, and she is Rayna’s Dinghai Shenzhen. She has
the confidence to do anything. Suzi is no longer in Nancheng and is
being held hostage. Rayna is restless, and she looks inferior.
She suddenly realized that she was too deeply influenced by Suzi.
Suzi’s strength, Suzi’s efforts, and Suzi’s humility and humility all
influenced Rayna.
She hugged Shen Weiyi and cried, “Yi Wei, your mother will definitely
come back, she will! She will not leave us, let alone her daughter…”
“Woooooo…” The only cry was louder.
The sound floated out of the window and blew along the sea breeze,
as if it could reach Suzi’s ears.
At this moment, Suzi, who was locked in a small room, was dreaming.
She dreamed that Shen Weiyi was calling her, one after another, very
pitiful and helpless.
Suzi suddenly woke up.
She sat up suddenly and shouted involuntarily, “The only! The only!
Mom is here!”
When I opened my eyes, it was pitch black.
Suzi touched his stomach.
The belly is still bulging.
In the darkness, she couldn’t see anything anyway, so she just
rationalized her thoughts.
She had been kidnapped in this dark little house for a day and a night,
but the man named Ying Ming who was kidnapping her didn’t
embarrass her, but just told her: “Goddess, I’ll grieve you for a few
days, and one day I’ll take Nancheng’s When Arron takes it down, I’m
here to let you go.”

After a pause, Ying Ming said to her again: “Don’t worry, I will only kill
your husband, because I have a deep hatred with him. But I will not
embarrass you. If you agree, I will marry you. . Let you be my first
wife.”
Suzi: “…”
“Do you know why?” Ying Ming asked.
Suzi sneered: “Bah!”
Ying Ming didn’t care either, he just continued: “Arron and his twin
brother have the same temperament, both of them are very arrogant,
untamable and very cruel men at the bottom of their bones. Therefore,
Arron can play in Nancheng. Come to heaven and earth.
Arron could dominate one side in Nancheng, and Pan Haoyang was
also a man who dominated one side in Jiaxing Island.
That’s what’s so great about the two brothers.
Such two incomparably excellent men have fallen in love with you,
especially Arron, who treats you so well, the official announcement
that you are his wife, the official announcement that he is a fearful,
strict wife control shows how much he loves you.
There were rumors at that time that a man like Arron was actually a
hero who was saddened by the Beauty Pass, and he was an
extremely lowly and despicable beauty who came out of prison.
However, I don’t think so.
I have read your resume and found someone to check your work
ability. I know that deep down, you are Arron’s spiritual support and
his spiritual dependence.
At first I wasn’t sure, but later, I found out that Pan Haoyang likes you
too.
No!
To be precise, Pan Haoyang loves you!

He loves you to death!
I am willing to support you and Arron’s children, he is willing to give
his life for you, and he is willing to pay for the island he just settled on.
At that time, I was even more certain that Pan Haoyang also regarded
you as his spiritual support.
A woman who can be regarded as a spiritual pillar by two men at the
same time, you must have your extraordinary existence. “
Hearing Ying Ming’s words, Suzi laughed angrily, she smiled coldly:
“Since you know that I am an extraordinary being, then you should
also know how much I love my husband! You bow your head, not only
that, I will run away if I have the chance, even if I give my life, I will run
away, not only will I run away, but I will also join my husband and
destroy you in one sentence!”
Ying Ming suddenly laughed wildly: “Haha…hahaha.”
After laughing, he asked Suzi: “What do you mean by saying this?
You let me go because I was afraid, and then I won your forgiveness,
so that I can not be destroyed by your husband? Suzi, you It’s too
whimsical! You shouldn’t be such a person, are you?”
“You are wrong, Mr. Ying!” Suzi sneered.
Ying Ming: “Oh?”

Chapter 1877
“I’m telling you, I have extraordinary perseverance, as long as I have
a breath, I can live and find a chance to escape, so I mean you might
as well kill me now!”
“Otherwise, you will regret endlessly!”
Ying Ming: “…”
I finally understood Suzi’s intentions.
She didn’t want to run away, she didn’t want to negotiate terms with
him, she just wanted him to kill her as soon as possible.

Because, she didn’t want to be held hostage to the island by him and
suffer humiliation.
He looked at the thoughtful woman.
No, it wasn’t just that she didn’t want to be humiliated.
Such a woman is actually not afraid of being humiliated.
She is afraid of…
right!
She was afraid that if she was alive, her husband would not dare to
attack Ying Ming. If she is alive, her husband will definitely
compromise with Ying Ming because he wants to save her.
right!
In order to protect her husband far away in Nancheng, she chose to
die by herself!
In an instant, a sense of jealousy filled Ying Ming’s body.
At that moment, Ying Ming finally understood why Arron loved Suzi so
much and regarded Suzi as a spiritual pillar!
Such a woman, such a woman who is willing to die so that her man
can live well and not be coerced, which man does not cherish?
Which man doesn’t love him?
He Yingming also loves.
It’s just that he has never met such a lovely woman in his life.
Encountered now.
What if the heart is not with him? He will warm, slowly, and one day it
will warm back.
What if you’ve been married to a man? He doesn’t care, all he cares
about is this woman’s heart.

How about a pregnant belly? What Pan Haoyang can do, he
Yingming can do better!
He just wants this woman’s heart.
With this woman’s heart, it was as if Yingming had gained a needle in
the sea. From then on, his heart to fight in all directions would no
longer be helpless, and he would no longer be lonely.
Maybe, a few years later, when he becomes famous, he and she will
be full of children and grandchildren, and like Arron now, enjoy the
admiration of thousands of people.
After making this plan in his heart, Ying Ming locked Suzi in this little
dark room.
He didn’t mean to abuse her.
He just wanted to grind her temper first.
I want her to be quiet.
Also, he had to keep her under strict supervision. If Ying Ming wanted
to force Arron to submit, to force Arron to bow his head to Ying Ming
and surrender to him, he would have to use Suzi as a threat.
Therefore, Ying Ming could only lock Suzi in a small dark room first.
Moreover, he also wanted to take the opportunity to observe and
observe, what would be the reaction of Suzi who was locked in the
small dark room?
Ying Ming observed Suzi outside the little black room, but Suzi didn’t
know it.
All she knew was that in this little black room where her hands could
not be seen, the only thing she could do was to stabilize her mind and
calm herself. She sat and put it on, caressing her belly with both
hands, soothing her belly silently. children in.
He whispered softly and gently: “Baby, you have to be obedient in
mother’s womb, don’t rush out first, okay? Mother must wait to land,

and when your father accompanies me, I’ll give birth to you again,
okay? Be good.”
Door: “Bang!” It opened.
A beam of light shot in, and then came a jealous male voice: “Suzi,
you are enough!”
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Chapter 1878
Following the beam, Suzi couldn’t see the man’s face, but could hear
the man’s voice.
She already knew who was coming, and the whole person became
more calm, her laughter was extremely contemptuous: “Ying Ming,
why are you angry?”
She called out his name, so contemptuously.
Not at all like the women around him.
Ying Ming has been floating overseas for all these years, and she has
seen many women.
Blacks, whites, models, ladies, ladies, all of them.
He is handsome and has an unruly and unruly look on his body, which
is especially popular with women.

Most of the women he played with, whether they were married or
unmarried, didn’t cost him money.
Occasionally, there are times when he needs to spend money. For
example, now, he came to this barren island from a faraway island. If
he was not accompanied by a few women, he could suffocate to
death. are too troublesome.
So he spent money to take care of a few clean ones, followed him
with him, basically whenever and wherever he wanted, and when one
day he succeeded in capturing Arron, he would definitely spend the
money. Gu Lai’s woman cleaned it up.
But these women couldn’t see the truth.
Even though they had given money to serve, they were still fighting for
jealousy on the island.
What rank the boss, the second and the third.
What today is the odd number is you, the even number is me.
Why do you spoil you a little more today, wait a minute.
Seeing their conquest and jealousy, Ying Ming was actually very
useful. It was like he was like an emperor in ancient times, and many
concubines were jealous for him.
But, it is useful, but Ying Ming hates these women very much.
He has only one claim from these women.
That is, leak! want!
But those women who couldn’t see these facts clearly saw him one by
one, and they all shouted attentively: Lord Ying, Lord Ying.
Compliment and compliment him.
One of the women, in order to get more favor from him, even in broad
daylight, took off her shirt as soon as she saw him, exposed two
lumps of flesh, and threw herself on him.

Those women, although all of them are beautiful, but where is there
another woman who is not afraid of life and death like Suzi, and does
not give her?
In this world, women are mean and men are mean too.
Women like to pounce on the man they like and dig their hearts out.
And so do men.
The easier it is to get in this world, the less rare he is, and the more
annoying he is.
It’s this kind of thing that’s not easy to get, and he thinks it’s very rare.
Ying Ming would like it even more if this woman treated him with
contempt and was not afraid to speak his name bluntly.
Sa!
Enough flavor!
Even if she is pregnant! There is also a kind of domineering of
pregnant women.
Ying Ming caught cold under the beam of light and looked at the
woman who was holding her waist with one hand and her bulging
belly with the other. He suddenly wanted to hug her, hugged her
gently, and said to her: “You Would you like to be my wife?”
However, Ying Ming said nothing.
He restrained himself.
He asked in a low voice with a sharp voice, “Aren’t you hungry after so
long?”
“Hungry.” Suzi answered truthfully.
“Since you’re hungry, why didn’t you call me? Aren’t you afraid of
being starved to death?” Ying Ming asked again.

Suzi sneered: “I still have more than enough to deal with you. I know
that even if I don’t shout, you will not be able to hold back your energy.
You will take the initiative to ask me. Sure enough, I guessed right
that you are here. Come and ask me, are you hungry.”
“Ying Ming, no wonder you used to be a thief, you are really cheap!”
Ying Ming was so angry that he suddenly threw away the flashlight.
“Are you… willing to kill me?” Suzi asked provocatively.
“Grandma!” Ying Ming cursed with a foul language, approaching Suzi
with a dagger hanging in his hand.

Chapter 1879
Suzi smiled gently.
One more step to stimulate him, one more step, and he can stab
himself to death in a rage.
Only in this way can Shaoqin be guaranteed that Shaoqin will no
longer hold back for her. In this way, Shaoqin can destroy the thief
and robber in one fell swoop, and only in this way can Shaoqin and
the only one live a safe and sound life.
“Ying Ming, it’s not that I underestimate you! You don’t dare to kill me,
and you are reluctant to kill me! I can see through you, what kind of
women are you looking for in the past! Trash, but you are also worthy
of those trash. Fuck it! Because you’re a filthy, filthy, filthy rubbish
yourself…”
“Suzi! I? Grass? Your ancestors!” Ying Ming bullied Suzi all of a
sudden, and the dagger pressed against Suzi’s aorta.
Suzi closed his eyes in time.
Farewell, my dear Shaoqin.
God knows how much I love you, I can’t do anything for you, all I can
do is let you have no worries.
Farewell, my dear one.

Mom doesn’t have an umbrella for you, so that’s the only way. For the
rest of the time, you must be strong and don’t cry. At least you still
have your father to accompany you.
Shaoqin, the only one, you don’t have to feel sorry for me, because I
still have two treasures to accompany me, and our mother and father
will surely bless your father and mother to live well in heaven.
Shaoqin, you must take care of my mother, she is a miserable person.
The only thing, remember to love grandma and take care of grandma
for a lifetime.
Farewell, my dear mother, I’m sorry.
do not……
Suzi meditated in his heart, looking forward to the coldness and
sudden pain across her neck, and then she could ascend to heaven,
and she might see her husband, children, and mother in a flash.
However, her waiting came slowly.
The bright and cold dagger did not cut through her aorta as she
wished.
Holding the dagger a few centimeters from her neck, it stopped
suddenly.
The man looked at Suzi with burning eyes.
“You…” Suzi, who suddenly opened his eyes, took a few steps back.
Then he scolded him angrily: “You… don’t kill me, when will you wait!”
Ying Ming smiled gently: “Almost got your way, Suzi, if you want to
provoke you, let me kill you, right?”
Suzi: “I? Grass? Your ancestors!”
Ying Ming: “Come on, my ancestors are sorry for me, so the more you
scold me, the happier I am in my ancestors.”

Suzi: “I? Grass? You…”
She scolded people no more than five times in her life, and she really
couldn’t remember what to scold him again.
In the end, he said: “I am very willing to be slapped by you! I just have
to wait until you give birth safely, and then I will let you send and be at
your mercy…”
Suzi: “…”
She had the upper hand just now, but in an instant he changed from
passive to active.
Suzi really wanted to slap this robber to death!
But, thinking about it, if she hit him, she might fall into his arms again.
Suzi suddenly smiled enchantingly: “Okay! The old lady wants to
compete with you!”
Ying Ming: “…”
He has a feeling of being a chess opponent.
He can change quickly, and so can she.
It feels so good.
If she can really stay by his side, from now on, his life must be
invincible and interesting.
“Let’s go, don’t be sulky, I’ll take you to dinner, or the child in your
stomach won’t be able to support it.” Ying Ming changed his tone and
said gently.
“Okay!” Suzi didn’t talk nonsense.
Following behind him, she walked out of the small dark room and saw
the sky full of stars when she went out. This is an unfamiliar land, and
the ground is full of potholes. Suzi can only imagine how backward it
must be.

She had just walked a few steps from the small dark room when she
suddenly heard a miserable cry: “Suzi, I want to see Suzi…”
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Chapter 1880
Hearing that someone was calling his name, Suzi stopped.
“Suzi! I want to see Suzi! Ying Ming, you bastard, you let Suzi go to
Lao Tzu! Lao Tzu lets you slash with a blade! Ying Ming! If you are a
man, let Suzi go! Don’t embarrass a woman! You want Kill me,
occupy my property, occupy my land, whatever you want! I don’t want
it!” This was Pan Haoyang’s hysterical voice.
Suzi’s heart suddenly became mixed.
From the first time she saw Pan Haoyang, she could see the deep
sadness in Pan Haoyang’s eyes.
He is elegant and thin, yet he looks ruthless and sad.
Suzi knew that Pan Haoyang had always been a man who didn’t have
much greed for money and hegemony.
If so, he was more capable than his eldest brother in Jiaxing Island
back then, and the people of Jiaxing Island also supported Pan

Haoyang very much, but Pan Haoyang never took the position of the
eldest brother.
At that time, Suzi knew that it wasn’t that Pan Haoyang couldn’t
snatch it.
However, Pan Haoyang’s heart is not about hegemony or money.
What’s on his mind?
It was all in his deep sad eyes that no one knew.
Perhaps, Suzi would know a little bit.
Therefore, at this moment, her mood was mixed.
She walked in the direction of the voice, and Ying Ming behind her
didn’t stop her.
Because Ying Ming knew that his blocking of her would only arouse
her disgust. From now on and every day in the future, he would
impress her with warmth.
Ying Ming silently followed behind Suzi.
Suzi came to an old adobe-walled yard and saw that Pan Haoyang
was locked in a half-human-high cage. The cage made him unable to
stand upright, but he couldn’t sit down either.
Moreover, his hands and feet were chained.
Outside the iron cage, the girl who called him Ying Ming’s brother was
watching Pan Haoyang with a gun.
Seeing Pan Haoyang like this, Suzi felt an indescribable feeling in his
heart. Although Pan Haoyang caused all of this, Suzi didn’t seem to
hate Pan Haoyang much.
In her heart, she always sympathized with this melancholy man.
Is it because he and her husband are twins?
Or is it because this man has always loved the only one?

Or is it because the man in the cage in front of him is another son of
Shanna’s mother?
Maybe there are.
Suzi looked at Ying Ming sadly: “Pan Haoyang gave you all the small
islands he bought for 900 million yuan, yet you keep him in a cage like
this? Ying Ming! Don’t forget, He is not only called Pan Haoyang, he
has another identity.”
“I know.” Ying Ming sneered.
He glanced at Pan Haoyang contemptuously: “I know that he is not
only the owner of this island, he is also Fu Zhengxiong’s son and
Arron’s twin brother. But Suzi, don’t forget, Pan Haoyang also wants
to be with Arron. rob his wife.”
“Pan Haoyang is not only Arron’s younger brother, he is also Arron’s
rival in love!”
Suzi: “…”
She didn’t speak, she knew that Ying Ming was right.
Even if Pan Haoyang was standing in front of Arron intact, maybe
Arron would kill Pan Haoyang himself.
Thinking of this, Suzi suddenly laughed, he deserved it!
Maybe this is what it deserves!
Holding her pregnant belly, she walked towards Pan Haoyang step by
step.
The girl with the gun next to the cage pointed at Suzi coldly.
“Yingzi! You devil girl! Don’t point your gun at Suzi, you don’t! Devil
girl, take your gun away! Suzi, you have to be careful, don’t come
here, stay away from me, don’t Come here! The devil can do
anything!” Pan Haoyang shouted heart-rendingly.

Yingzi, who was shouted by Pan Haoyang from a devil, immediately
pointed the gun at Pan Haoyang again. She held the gun handle and
stabbed Pan Haoyang’s pierced leg one by one.
Painful Pan Haoyang: “Ow…Ow, damn it! If you have the seeds, kill
me! Come on, kill me!”
“Yingzi!” At this time, Ying Ming shouted in a calm voice.
Yingzi then stopped.
“Yingzi, you go down first.” Ying Ming said.
Yingzi: “Brother, this guy is not honest at all, he is not easy to deal
with!”
“Go down!” Ying Ming said again.
“Yes, brother!” Yingzi went down obediently.
Without Yingzi’s obstruction, Suzi came to Pan Haoyang step by step.
Pan Haoyang’s painful forehead was covered in dense beads of
sweat.

Chapter 1881
“Haoyang…” Suzi shouted calmly.
Pan Haoyang: “Suzi…”
He didn’t know what to say.
He originally wanted to bring her to the island, give her the most
peaceful life, and accompany her to plant flowers and grass every day,
and live a small life in a paradise, but he didn’t expect things to turn
out like this.
“Suzi, kill me!” Pan Haoyang said sadly.
Suzi shook his head, his voice extremely hoarse: “Hao Yang, you
know what, your brother, that is, my husband, has already drawn up

the plan. The Fu Group is divided into two halves, half of which is
yours.”
Pan Haoyang: “…”
“Also, the big ship parked outside your island is not your brother’s
weapon against you at all. All the materials on it are materials. Do you
know the materials?”
Pan Haoyang: “…”
He knows, why doesn’t he know?
As soon as he got on the boat, Ying Ming told him.
“You can blame fate for being unfair to you. But you have never been
a mother, and you never know how heartache a mother will feel when
she is at her weakest and most helpless?
A woman without a husband gave birth to two children on the birthing
bed, and had to avoid the pursuit of the children’s father’s eldest wife.
You tell me, what would you do if it were you?
You might say, even if you die, you wouldn’t throw your child away.
But you are not mother.
Pan Haoyang! You are not a mother!
You can’t understand that a mother who finally gave birth to her own
child has not yet experienced this society, will she take everything
away from him?
Even a mother, she has no rights!
You were underweight than your brother at the time, and your mother
took pity on you. If she wanted you to live, she could only leave you to
the Pan family.
Because of the circumstances at the time, following your mother
would only be more dangerous.

The mother gave the little one the chance to give birth because she
was pitiful for the weak. Was she wrong? “
Pan Haoyang: “…”
He didn’t say anything.
He doesn’t know what to say?
Is it regret?
Do you feel sorry for your mother?
Do you feel sorry for your twin brother?
There seems to be none.
He had never seen his mother, not even a photo, and he had no
impression of his own mother.
So, don’t feel bad.
He smiled brightly, then looked up at the sky.
“Pan Haoyang, when you can live, just live well, that’s all I can tell
you.” Suzi said to Pan Haoyang flatly.
It was the only thing she could encourage him.
Hope he understands.
She hoped that he would save his physical strength and not fight
against Ying Ming for the time being. As long as he could save his life,
he could start all over again.
I wonder if Pan Haoyang can understand?
Suzi didn’t know.
She turned around and walked out. She was really hungry and
wanted to add food, otherwise the baby in her belly would not be able
to take it.

“Suzi!” Pan Haoyang shouted from behind.
Suzi looked back at Pan Haoyang: “?”
“You too… live well, don’t seek death?” Pan Haoyang said.
Suzi couldn’t answer him.
When necessary, she could only seek death to save Nancheng’s
mother, husband, and children.
She left without looking back.
As soon as I walked to the door, I suddenly heard a scream behind
Pan Haoyang’s heroic look, “Aiyo…”

